
Oil

On Friday oil prices booked some gains receiving support from the recovery in global equities markets while a weak dollar helped this move. 
After having touched an eight-day high earlier in the session the Brent front month settled at 64,84 USD/bbl, up 0,51 USD/bbl from Thursday. 
While continuing with gains in early trading this morning some resistance is mounting as the U.S. rig count grew again last week and the U.S. 
dollar is set for a slight recovery. Israel though with it’s announcement to potentially act against Iran brings a political note into the game again. 
Trading might be slower today due to holidays in the U.S. and China.

Gas

Also gas markets for northwestern Europe faced some upside during the last session of the week. While a steep drop in wind power 
generation helped this move on UK prompt prices, overall Europe prices were supported by colder conditions and forecasts. On the lon-
ger end of the curve contracts benefitted from prompt prices gaining as well as oil markets heading a bit higher. We expect gas markets 
to build further upside on current weather forecasts.

Coal

European coal prices didn’t manage to move away substantially from the area of Thursday’s closing during the majority of Friday’s 
session. Trading in the physcial market for Europe is still showing little activity. There’s on the other hand still steady demand from India 
and South Korea and the sentiment coming along with this might be part of European prices posting gains at the session’s close. The 
API2 front year contract managed to gain 1,26 USD/t on the ICE exchange to settle at 81,01 USD/t. The marekt is set to open the week 
with some further gains.

Carbon

After having touched a multi-year high, topping 10 EUR/t, earlier in the week, the carbon market continued Thursday’s development 
with slight losses and prices consolidating in the range around 9,50 EUR/t. With still higher speculative activity and some compliance 
buying interest emissions quotas failed to post a more significant setback, the Dec ‘18 contract lost marginal 0,02 EUR/t to settle at 
9,52 EUR/t. Gaining again upon opening this morning the market is likely to maintain the upside.

Hydro

The weather now tends to trend towards colder and drier conditions while a high pressure system over Scandinavia blocks any attempts 
for low pressure coming into the area. The high pressure system is centered at first in the east before it moves more to the west. Just 
small amounts of precipitation is coming in the northern parts over the exchange area. The amounts of precipitation will be 50-70% 
of normal and the temperature is 2-3 degrees below normal. It tends to be cold even down in northern  Europe when they also see 
northerly winds at first. 

Germany

German prices were a tad mixed on Friday. While the front week dropped due to expectations of partly solid solar out put and wind 
power generation pciking up towards the end of the week, the front month received support from colder weather forecasts. The front 
quarter and year followed the coal market. Showing limited changes compared to Thursday’s closings for the main part of the session, 
the contracts gained towards the session end with the Cal ‘19 contract for Germany seeing the last trade donw on the EEX at 34,10 
EUR/MWh.

Equities

The S&P 500 rose marginally on Friday to mark its biggest weekly increase in five years, although investors were in a defensive mode 
before a long weekend. Asian shares gained this morning, joining a global recovery for equity markets as sentiment improved gradually 
from a recent shakeout that was sparked by fears of creeping inflation and higher borrowing costs. European shares are seen opening 
higher today following strong gains on Friday.

Conclusion

While the front year closed flat at 27,15 EUR/MWh, the front quarter gained 0,65 EUR/MWh to close at 28,45 EUR/MWh. Today weather 
and spot are in the driving seat for Nordic and German markets. The spotprice turned out to be 5-6 EUR/MWh higher in both areas an 
weather forecasts are turning even more bullish. This will also affect the fuel markets to add more premiums via gas and coal for Europe. 
We are expecting a strong upside at first today where the short term forward curve will gain the most. The only limiting factor could be 
the German level when it comes to the front month. The difference towards Germany will shrink today because of a deterioration of the 
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Spot DK1 DK2 SE3 SE4 HEL OSL SYS Forwards DK1 DK2 STO MAL HEL OSL SYS SRMC Coal Gas Oil

17-feb 38,22 38,22 38,20 38,22 38,20 38,02 38,17 February 33,50 36,15 35,42 36,88 39,30 35,45 35,60 February 36,64 42,80 68,63

18-feb 36,17 36,17 36,17 36,17 36,17 36,17 36,17 Q2-18 32,25 33,73 29,95 30,75 34,95 28,10 28,45 Q2-18 36,57 36,75 70,33

19-feb 47,99 48,24 47,99 48,24 49,64 41,27 48,07 2019 31,20 32,83 29,55 30,00 32,90 27,10 27,15 2019 35,29 36,89 70,33

The Morning report is produced on the basis of information about th Nordic power market from sources which Energi Danmark A/S finds reliable. We attempt to continuously keep data correct and up to date. Energi Danmark A/S assume no responsibility for the accuracy of the contents of this report. Energi 
Danmark A/S makes reservationsfor typing errors, calculation errors and asume no responibility for any loss or damage arising from the direct or indirect consequences following use of this material. Estimates and recommendations can be changed with no prior notice or warning. The report is confidential 
and only intended for clients of Energi Danmark A/S. Information contained in the report is of general nature and cannot be defined as advice. Readers are urged to seek closer advice in relation to specific questions. This material is not to be published or in any other way passed on for unauthorized use.
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